The SMU Communications Team conducted an informal student survey. We have complied some of the most popular responses:

**What celebrity would you choose to speak at graduation?**
Ellen DeGeneres
Oprah Winfrey
Morgan Freeman

**If SMU had a mascot, what should it be?**
Dog (therapy dog)
Dolphin
Bear

**Best guess: what is the name of the art piece outside of Peralta MOB building on the Oakland campus? (Universalis Centralis)**
Revolutionary Healthcare
The Center of Care
Perpetual Motion

**The quietest place on campus to study is___________?**
Library study rooms
Car
2nd Floor Health Education Center Quiet Zone

**Which is your favorite medical-themed TV show?**
Answered: 71  Skipped: 3

- Grey’s Anatomy
- Scrubs
- E.R.
- M*A*S*H
- General Hospital
What is the longest amount of consecutive hours you’ve worn scrubs?
127 hours
36 hours
24 hours

What’s your favorite Bay Area sports team?
San Francisco Giants
San Francisco 49ers
Golden State Warriors & Oakland A’s (tie)

The most memorable thing I have learned here at SMU is ___________
The hours are long but the friendships are strong
Graduate school is not for the faint of heart
Trust in the process!

What is your favorite local restaurant?
Ike’s Place
Bakesale Betty
Phat Matt’s BBQ

If money or ability were no object, what one change would you want to make in the world?
Excellent and affordable health care for everyone
Clean drinking water for everyone
End preventable diseases